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No one understands you like your colleagues do. Picture: Courtesy of the BBC
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Close friendships are formed at work
People understand why colleagues are stressed
Do your workmates offer support in stressful times?

IF YOU'RE sitting at your desk look at the people around you. They are some of the best
friends you'll ever have.

New research shows that people's closest friendships are formed with their colleagues – particularly if
their workplace environment is stressful.

The research, conducted by Lancaster University in the UK, included interviews with 40 office workers
in two workplaces about their friendships both at work and outside of work, the Daily Mail reported.

Respondents were asked to rate how strong and emotional each of their friendship were. The results
showed that people's most powerful friendships had been made in the workplace.

The research also showed that when people were going through stressful situations their work
colleagues were in a much better position to offer emotional support, and this fostered very close
bonds.

Lead researcher Anne Cronin said offices threw people of all ages, backgrounds and personality types
together and often put them in demanding situations.

"The demands and stressful environment of the workplace, where employees feel they have little
control, shape emotionally close friendships," Dr Cronin said.

"The workplace certainly offers shared experiences, challenges and stresses that can act to bond
people, but it also throws people together and facilitates friendships which may not have developed
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elsewhere."

Australian psychologist Sabina Read agreed that most modern workplaces were stressful. Ms Read
added that people who feel like they've got the support of others feel less stressed.

"In stressful times people turn to each other, that's a survival mechanism to make stress more
bearable," she said.

"And we spend more time with our colleagues generally than we do with our family."

Ms Read said close bonds were formed at work because people often understood what was causing
their colleagues to be stressed.

"They understand the personalities at play - they know that the boss can be very demanding, or such
and such can be manipulative, so there's some commonality of experience there that outsiders can't
understand," she said.

Ms Read said this extended to many professions outside the office, and was common in the military
and amongst fly-in fly-out workers who spend long hours together isolated from their families.

"Also nursing or any high-trauma professions like paramedics and firefighters," she said.

"Professions that would feel that people who aren't in that profession couldn't possibly understand the
pressures of the job."
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MH370: what was ‘sealed evidence’?

THE search is set to resume, although attention is focusing on claims that officials had ‘sealed
evidence’ in relation to MH370 that can’t be made public.

On brink of ‘biggest war since 1945’

WAS Crimea just the beginning? A senior military academic is warning Europe’s biggest war since
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